Review of ‘Estimating Return Intervals for Extreme Climate Conditions Related to
Winter Disasters and Livestock Mortality in Mongolia’
The paper outlines a method for estimating long term changes in the return
frequency of extreme drought and cold events, which are associated with major
livestock mortality events in Mongolia. The author’s extend empirical climate data for
the region prior to the instrumental record using tree ring data, an indicator of
summer precipitation, which is inferred as Palmer Drought Severity Index. They infer
pre-instrumental winter minimum temperatures based on weather stations from
Irkutsk in Siberia and neighbouring stations for periods when data is missing. They
apply extreme value analysis to estimate changes in the frequency of extreme
summer droughts and winter minimum temperatures over the reconstructed records.
They find that the frequency of extreme droughts has been increasing over the period
of analysis but that the frequency of extreme cold winter events shows no clear trend.
The analysis outcomes are potentially useful for understanding changes in extreme
climate events which can have important implications for environment and society in
Mongolia. However, I would like to see a better embedding of the approach within
existing literature, better motivation and explanation of methodological choices and
improved formatting and presentation of the paper.
Specific comments:
1. The authors put forward a method for estimating changes in the frequency of
extreme climate events, however there is little reference to previous
approaches to estimating changes in extreme climate event frequency. There
should be a deeper exploration of previous approaches to estimating changes
in extreme climate events, their strengths and weaknesses and the contexts in
which they were applied. This allows the reader to better assess the novelty
and scientific contribution of the approach outlined here. You don’t motivate
you choice of extreme value analysis in comparison to other approaches.
2. The authors extend instrumental records with additional proxy data or data
from locations remote of the study area. Again, there should be more
reference to previous approaches to doing both of these things. There should
also be stronger motivation to the approach chosen here and the variables
chosen to include in your analysis. In table 4. For instance, why is the Arctic
Oscillation index of relevance and what relation would you expect between
that and the PDSI or winter temperature records?
3. You present results such a BIC scores but it would be helpful if you indicate to
the author what these scores represent and what is an acceptable on
unacceptable score and why that might be the case.

4. Figure 2: You present a smoothing of the PDSI. It is not clear if you are using
this smoothed value in your analysis or the original. If the former, please
explain why and how you came to that smoothing window. Qualitatively, it
doesn’t seem to capture the variation in the data which looks to be better
represented by a higher frequency variability. If you do use this moving
average then you should rigorously demonstrate that the moving average
window chosen captures the variance in the data. For example, by applying
Fourier analysis to look at what timescales demonstrate the highest power in
the dataset. If the latter, then do not show this smoothing as it is simply
confusing.
5. Your analysis deals with drought and cold winters separately, whilst you
outline that it is the co-occurrence of these events which contribute mostly to
livestock die off. Therefore, I would like to see, if possible, an estimation of the
frequency at which these events co-occur and if that has changed over time.
Also, some discussion on the mechanistic relation between summer drought
and winter minima.
6. The use of the Siberian dataset needs stronger justification I feel to
convincingly demonstrate that it captures variability in extreme winter
temperatures for the period where we have instrumental observations. Also,
the use of neighbouring stations to fill in missing data seems very suspect
given that you already demonstrate that climate variations at these stations
demonstrate no significant statistical relation with climate in Mongolia. Please
justify this better.
7. I would play down discussion of risk analysis and insurance in your paper. You
don’t really address those questions so don’t oversell. Also, it I don’t see how
this method provides an early warning signal. Maybe if you address the point
above it can.
8. Some figure axes miss units
9. General formatting, presentation, figure and table design, section numbering
should be improved.

